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Sustainable Finance is a concise and authoritative reference series linking research and
practice. It provides reliable concepts and research findings in the ever growing field
of sustainable investing and finance, SDG economics and Leadership with the declared
commitment to present the theories, methods, tools and investment approaches that
can fulfil the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Agreement
COP 21/22 alongside with de-risking assets and creating triple purpose solutions that
ensure the parity of profit, people and planet through choice architecture passion and
performance. The series addresses market failure, systemic risk and reinvents portfolio
theory, portfolio engineering as well as behavioural finance, financial mediation, product
innovation, shared values, community building, business strategy and innovation,
exponential tech and creation of social capital. Sustainable Finance and SDG Economics
series helps to understand keynotes on international guidelines, guiding accounting and
accountability principles, prototyping new developments in triple bottom line investing,
cost benefit analysis, integrated financial first plus impact first concepts and impact
measurement. Going beyond adjacent fields (like accounting, marketing, strategy, risk
management) it integrates the concept of psychology, innovation, exponential tech,
choice architecture, alternative economics, blue economy shared values, professions
of the future, leadership, human and community development, team culture, impact,
quantitative and qualitative measurement, Harvard Negotiation, mediation and
complementary currency design using exponential tech and ledger technology. Books in
the series contain latest findings from research, concepts for implementation, as well as
best practices and case studies for the finance industry.
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